Welcome to the beautiful city of Prague. If you have never visited the city before, you are in for a treat. Set on the banks of the River Vltava, Prague has been at the centre of European history, politics and culture for over 1000 years. It is one of the most beautiful cities in Europe with its townscape of burger houses and palaces contained in a mosaic of towers, and stunning individual buildings.

With its rich cultural heritage is much in evidence today, you can stroll through the narrow medieval cobbled streets, relax and enjoy the Old Town Square, with its wonderful combination of ornate Baroque, Gothic and Romanesque buildings, and cross the 14th century Charles Bridge, alive both day and night with buskers, puppeteers and entertainers.

At the end of the day, you can relax in one of the famous beer cellars or dine in some outstanding restaurants.

**CONFERENCE RATES**

- Member: Pre-Conference € 100  Conference € 350
- Non-Member: Pre-Conference € 125  Conference € 400

**CONFERENCE HOTEL**

Diplomat Hotel **** Prague

Cost of single/double room is EURO 92 per room per night including breakfast buffet, internet connection, VAT and resort fee. Deadline for hotel reservations is January 31, 2013
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